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After the first sensational “bath salts” (synthetic cathinones) and “herbal incense” 

(synthetic cannabinoids) cases flooded the news in the United States, several multi-state 

epidemics involving synthetic cannabinoids (SC) have occurred in the last three years. In each of 

these incidences, a single novel synthetic cannabinoid was identified and associated to the severe 

(sometimes unexpected) toxidromes common to all cases that range from psychosis, delirium, 

multiple seizures, and coma to acute kidney injury. Through partnership with relevant divisions at 

the US Drug Enforcement Administration and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention our 

laboratory facilitated the immediate identification of these novel synthetic cannabinoids in 

biological samples obtained from some of these cases that eventually contributed in paving the 

way for these novel drugs to be scheduled in a timely manner. We highlight and describe the use 

of high resolution mass spectrometry in the identification, confirmation, and quantification of 

novel synthetic cannabinoids associated in multiple cases in three synthetic cannabinoid 

epidemics. 

Because designer drugs evolve in composition at a rate faster than the development and 

validation of drug tests in clinical laboratories, the traditional paradigm of using targeted methods 

of drug analysis through liquid chromatography- tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) does 

not suffice in addressing designer drug epidemics. In almost all instances, a novel synthetic drug 

recently introduced in the designer drug market would turn out to be associated in each epidemic 

as users experiment with the dose and effects of the new designer drug. Thus, we tapped the 

ability of high resolution mass spectrometry to facilitate non-targeted analysis in the 

identification, confirmation, and quantification of novel designer drugs to respond to these 

epidemics in a timely manner. We developed a non-targeted data acquisition workflow using 

liquid chromatography-(quadrupole) time-of-flight mass spectrometry (Agilent LC 1260- TOF 

6230 or  QTOF 6550). Sample extracts are run through gradient chromatography and ionized 

using an electrospray ionization source in both positive and negative polarities. The total ion 

chromatogram generated from each run is then queried using Agilent MassHunter “Find by 

Formula” algorithm to determine if previously identified SC through a targeted panel or a novel 



SC from a drug database constantly updated from a regular review of the literature and drug blogs 

and fora maybe identified across patient samples. In some instances, information provided by our 

partner agencies on new SC of potential interest to the case facilitates this identification process. 

In cases where a potential novel designer drug is identified, we tapped partnerships with 

chemical companies in providing reference standard for the novel drug for its confirmation. Once 

confirmed the new SC is then added to a rapidly evolving targeted designer drug panel in LC-

QTOF/MS. The panel is then used to quantify the SC in biological samples and drug products 

obtained from various cases. In some instances, the ability of LC-QTOF/MS to identify potential 

compound hits to predicted metabolites of a novel SC has facilitated the synthesis of reference 

standards for metabolites of the new SC that are then be made available by chemical companies 

for the more effective monitoring of the new SC by laboratories intending to add the designer 

drug in their targeted panel. Most SCs are rapidly metabolized; hence, their metabolites can be 

more easily detected in urine samples. 

Using this partnership and our current workflow our laboratory has assisted in the 

identification of XLR-11 that was associated in a multi-state acute kidney injury epidemic in 

2012 and ADB-PINACA in several cases of delirium, psychosis and aggressive behavior in 

Georgia in 2013. The later is putatively involved in dozens of similar cases that later showed up 

in emergency departments in Colorado. Most recently, we assisted the DEA and CDC in 

identifying AB-CHMINACA as the novel SC associated in multiple seizures and agitated 

delirium cases from smoking “synthetic marijuana” that hit several states in the country. Effective 

collaboration with Cayman Chemical also allowed us to rapidly confirm a predicted metabolite of 

AB-CHMINACA that are detected more frequently in patient samples than the parent drug. The 

combined use of non-targeted and targeted testing using LC-(Q)TOF/MS facilitated a swift 

effective response that helped prevent the further assault of potent new SCs. We have also applied 

the same workflows in individual cases referred to us in the San Francisco Bay Area that could be 

implemented in well-equipped clinical laboratories. Our work highlights the effective use of new 

technologies in mass spectrometry as well as the utility of forging collaborations with (CDC and 

DEA) government agencies and a reference standard provider (Cayman Chemical) in responding 

to the rapidly evolving landscape of designer drug abuse and intoxication.  


